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Sca-1+ Cardiac Progenitor Cells and Heart-Making:
A Critical Synopsis
Mariana Valente,1–3 Diana Santos Nascimento,1 Ana Cumano,3 and Perpétua Pinto-do-Ó1,2

The identification, in the adult, of cardiomyocyte turnover events and of cardiac progenitor cells (CPCs) has
revolutionized the field of cardiovascular medicine. However, the low rate of CPCs differentiation events
reported both in vitro and in vivo, even after injury, raised concerns on the biological significance of these
subsets. In this Comprehensive Review, we discuss the current understanding of cardiac Lin - Sca-1 + cells in
light of what is also known for cellular compartments with similar phenotypes in other organs. The Lin - Sca-1+
heart subset is heterogeneous and displays a mesenchymal profile, characterized by a limited ability to generate
cardiomyocytes in vitro and in vivo, even after injury. There is no evidence for Sca-1 expression in embryonic
cardiovascular progenitors. In other organs, Sca-1 expression is mainly observed on mesoderm-derived cells,
although it is not restricted to stem/progenitor cell populations. It is urgent to determine, at a single cell level, to
which extent cardiac Lin - Sca-1+ cells overlap with the fibroblast compartment.

Introduction

C

ardiomyocyte (CM) replacement in the adult heart,
via the expansion of pre-existing CMs and/or the differentiation of endogenous progenitors, has been extensively
discussed [1,2]. The renewal rate and the physiologic conditions that trigger adult CM formation, and therefore its
functional relevance, are not consensual.
The modest figures for human CMs renewal derived
from the resourceful work by Bergman et al., 1% per annum
at the age of 25 and 0.45% at the age 75 [3], contrast with
the much higher rates observed in a study enrolling patients submitted to radiotherapy [4]. Likewise, mouse CMs
turnover was estimated to reach values of *1.3%–4% per
year [5].
Recent groundbreaking experiments showed that a massive CMs loss, secondary to experimental heart injury
(mechanical and ischemic), inflicted during the first 6 days
of life is fully restored in a process that we would designate
as myocardial re-genesis. However, starting at day 7 postbirth, this capacity is lost and, like in the adult heart, a
fibrotic scar is formed [6,7]. The loss of regenerative capacity coincides with postnatal maturation and cell-cycle
arrest of CMs [8,9], suggesting that the identification of the
underlying regulators is crucial to unlock the boundaries of
cardiac regeneration-repair mechanisms.

In the current state of knowledge it is possible that heart
regeneration is more complex than the intrinsic (cellautonomous) capacity of any cell subset to expand and/or
differentiate into functional elements. The reciprocal modulation of cells and of the embedding extracellular matrix
(ECM) might be a major process governing regeneration
and/or repair of the damaged tissue, at different stages of
postnatal life. Having said this, it should also be noted that
the apparent loss of regenerative capacity in the adult heart
cannot be used as an argument to contest the existence of
adult cardiac progenitor cells (CPCs), in the same manner
that limited adult neurogenesis is not invoked to refute the
recognized stem cell activity in some territories of the
central nervous system [10]. What are then the major concerns in the stem cell biology field when discussing the
properties of CPCs? What is the basis for the heated dispute
concerning the nature and function of the adult CPCs?
This Comprehensive Review critically revisits several
aspects of CPC’s biology, debating in particular the CPCsubsets that express the stem cell associated-marker stem
cell antigen-1 (Sca-1). Sca-1 + CPCs display a mesenchymal
phenotype, have limited cardiogenic potential, and are able
to improve cardiac remodeling following myocardial infarction (MI) mainly by paracrine mechanisms. The analysis
of other organs containing mesodermal derivatives with
similar phenotype (Lin - Sca-1 + ) highlighted the possible
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fibroblastic nature of this compartment and stressed the need
to clarify the eventual overlapping of Sca-1 + CPCs with
other Lin - Sca-1 + stromal cells of the heart.

How Have Heart Resident Stem/Progenitor Cells
Been Defined?
The possibility that CMs can be generated outside the
boundaries of the developing heart emerged back in the
1990s from the identification of interstitial cells displaying
stem cell-like properties in adult mammalian heart [11].
Since then, self-renewing, multipotent, and clonogenic cardiac cells, capable of differentiation, in vitro and in vivo,
into CMs and cells of the vasculature [endothelial cells
(ECs) and smooth muscle cells (SMCs)] were reported by
several authors and grouped under the designation of CPCs
[12]. CPCs have been isolated based on the expression of
surface markers (eg, Sca-1 and c-Kit), on functional properties, such as the ability to efflux dyes (eg, rhodamine and
Hoechst 33342)—side population (SP) [13–17], and on the
capacity to migrate out of cardiac explants and grow as 3D
multicellular clusters—termed cardiospheres (CSs) [18,19].
The strategy to isolate CPCs by the expression of c-Kit
[20,21] and Sca-1 [22–25], two surface proteins also present
on hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), coincided with claims
that adult hematopoietic progenitors could, under certain
conditions, generate cells affiliated with different tissues
(neurons and muscle, among others) [26,27]. Despite subsequent evidence that unmanipulated HSCs can only regenerate the hematopoietic system, the notion that c-Kit and
Sca-1 could be useful markers to identify the adult stem/
progenitor compartment in multiple tissues persisted in the
scientific community. In the heart, this strategy led to the
identification of an apparent multiplicity of CPC subsets
(Table 1). It is not clear whether these various CPC subsets
represent distinct and perhaps transient physiological states
of a single cell type or belong instead to unrelated lineages
[28,29]. The unknown developmental origin of CPCs has
also entrenched doubts on whether they constitute remnants
of bona fide embryonic cardiovascular progenitors [30–32],
circulating cells from the bone marrow [33–35], or simply
derive from the surrounding vasculature [25,36]. The multipotency of CPCs has been also questioned because most
reports rely on poorly defined protocols of cardiomyogenic
differentiation, that is, cellular exposure to demethylating
agents [25,37,38] or co-culture with CMs [14,15,18,37,39];
and on a minimalistic verification of cell differentiation based
on the upregulated expression of a single lineage-affiliated, but
not lineage-restricted, protein [16,22,24,25,40]. Additionally,
CPCs on their own are clearly not able to functionally restore
the heart in response to an extensive cardiac injury [12,28].
Nevertheless, they have been viewed as the most promising
target for cell-based therapies by authors who favor CPCs as
innately prone to generate heart tissue and to respond to cardiac
molecular cues [41]. Based on this rationale, at least two clinical
trials were established in which c-Kit-expressing cells (SCIPIO)
[42] and CS-derived Sca-1 + cells (CADUCEUS) [43] have
been transplanted in an autologous setting. Short-term MRI
assessment indicates reduction of scar size, increased healthy
heart muscle mass, and attenuated adverse remodeling.
Despite extensive reports on this particular topic, the
existence of a prototypical stem/progenitor cell(s) entity in
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the adult mammalian myocardium is a concept that is far
from being consensual.

What Is Known About the Role and the
Cardiovascular Potential of Sca-11 CPCs?
In the adult mouse, *70% of heart cells express Sca-1 after
depletion of CMs. The majority of these Sca-1 + cells are ECs
(Fig. 1A), a finding common to other organs, such as the liver,
lung, and brain [44–48]. Oh et al. first reported a population of
Sca-1 + cells from murine adult myocardium with telomerase
activity analogous to that observed in newborn heart. This
Sca-1 + population was considered distinct from HSCs due to
their lack of CD45, CD34, c-Kit, Lmo2, GATA-2, and Tal1/
Scl proteins, and also distinct from endothelial progenitor/
precursor cells since they do not express CD34, Flk-1, or Flt-1.
Although transcripts for cardiomyocytic structural genes were
absent, these Sca-1 + cells expressed transcriptional regulators
indicative of cardiac commitment, for example, GATA-4,
Mef2c, and Tef1. Moreover, this population also exhibited the
prototypical endothelial marker CD31, possibly due to the presence of contaminating endothelial CD31 + Sca-1 + cells. Be that
as it may, the Sca-1 + cells were reported to differentiate in CMs,
in vitro in response to the demethylating agent 5-azacytidine
(5-aza), and in vivo following intravenous injection in a myocardial ischemia-reperfusion system [25].
Following Oh et al., several other authors isolated and
characterized heart-derived CPCs on the basis of Sca-1
expression (Table 1). These subsets lack expression of the
endothelial- (CD31) and hematopoietic-affiliated (CD45)
markers [hereafter referred as lineage negative (Lin - )],
display a mesenchymal cell-surface profile (CD34 - , CD29 + ,
CD90 + , CD105 + , and CD44 + ) and were generally reported
to be able to differentiate, to a certain extent, into CM-, endothelial-, and smooth muscle-like cells [22–24,39].
Although a human ortholog of the Sca-1 protein has not so
far been identified, Sca-1 + -like cells have been isolated from
the adult human heart using an anti-mouse Sca-1 antibody.
Human Sca-1 + -like cells were shown to express early cardiac
transcription factors (GATA-4, Mef2c, Isl-1, and Nkx-2.5)
and to differentiate into contractile CMs. Notably, the authors
reported that CM differentiation was more robust when cells
were subjected to 5-aza pretreatment [49].
Cells with the capacity to extrude metabolic dyes through
overproduction of ATP-binding cassette transporters (eg,
Abcg2 and MDR-1), called SP, were described in several
organs as being able to undergo tissue-specific differentiation
[50]. Different authors identified SP cells [12,14,15,51] expressing Sca-1 (93.3%) and lacking c-Kit [52] in the heart
(Table 1). The cardiac SP was shown to be heterogeneous and
composed of ECs, SMCs, and a mesenchymal stromal cell
fraction. Thus, similar to the results obtained using Sca-1 +
cells, the vast majority of the Sca-1 + cardiac SP were described as being endothelium-affiliated, while the cardiomyogenic potential appeared restricted to the Lin - mesenchymal
subset [15,17].
Additionally, isolation and ex vivo expansion of CPCs
also revealed their ability to form spheres, designated as
CSs. CSs are characterized by a mixed population growing
in vitro as 3D clusters, containing Sca-1 + CPCs that are
either c-Kit + [18] or c-Kit - [19], and spontaneously differentiating into CM- and vascular-like cells, depending on
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A variety of procedures have been adopted to isolate and purify a cardiac progenitor cells panoply, either based on the expression of the stemness-associated surface markers Sca-1 and c-Kit, the
ability to efflux dyes (eg, rhodamine and Hoechst 33342)—SP, to grow as 3D multicellular clusters—CSs or by the expression of a specific genetic marker—Wt-1 epicardial progenitors. The isolated
population have been subjected to phenotypic characterization and their multipotency, that is, the ability to differentiate in CMs, ECs, and SMCs, has been tested in vitro and/or in vivo, as well as the
clonogenic potential. A concise summary of these results is displayed with indication of whether differentiation into a specific cell type was observed ( + ) in vitro and/or in vivo or if it was nd in the
specific study.
a
Percentage of diffentiated myocytes.
b
Cells/mm2.
c
Cells/heart section.
CMs, cardiomyocytes; CSs, cardiospheres; ECs, endothelial cells; nd, not determined; Sca-1, stem cell antigen-1; SMC, smooth muscle cell; SP, side population.
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Sca-1 + Ftl-1 - Flk-1 - CD31 + CD34 - CD45 Sca-1 + c-Kit - CD34 - CD31 - CD45 - CD90 + CD105 +
CD29 + CD44 + CD106 + CD73 + CD13 +
Sca-1 + PDGFRa + CD31 - CD45 - CD90 + CD105 +
CD29 + CD44 + Flk-1 Sca-1 + c-Kit - CD34 - CD31 - CD45 - CD29 +
Sca-1 + PDGFRa + CD44 + CD105 + CD29 + CD31 CD45 - Flk-1 - c-Kit - CD34 - CD31 - CD45 - CD90 Side population
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Table 1. Schematic Representation of the Heart as Composed of a Mosaic of Different Progenitor Cell-Populations Identified in the Myocardium
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FIG. 1. Heart resident Sca-1 + cells—an overview. Following collagenase digestion, the adult heart single cell suspension is
depleted from cardiomyocytes (CMs). Lin - (CD31 - , CD45 - , and TER119 - ) cells constitute a minority of the Sca-1 + population
within the heart (A), which is consistent with the reported expression of this marker also by mature endothelial cell (EC). Lin - Sca1 + cells display mesenchymal-affiliated markers (PDGFRa, CD44, and CD90) and plastic-adherence (B). Scale bar 10 mm. Sca1 + cells that do not integrate the vasculature are scattered in small clusters through the myocardium also displaying the side
population (SP)-affiliated protein MDR-1 (C). Scale bar 50 mm. To address the ontogenic origin of the Sca-1 + population we
determined the emergence of this population within the developing heart (D) by flow cytometry of whole-heart single cell
suspensions. Lin - Sca-1 + cells appear in the heart around E17 although the establishment of both Sca-1 + CD31 + and Sca1 + CD31 - cellular compartments only occurs following birth. Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/scd
the size of the sphere and on the length of time in culture
(Table 1). This specific isolation protocol has the advantage
of allowing substantial in vitro cell expansion, a critical
requirement to obtain enough cells for therapeutic use [18].
A number of experimental animal systems were used to
address Sca-1 function in the heart. Recently, Sca-1 reporter
and Sca-1 lineage tracer mouse models were used to investigate the contribution of Sca-1-expressing cells to the
adult myocardium. Sca-1 expression was not detected in
adult CMs, in healthy or injured heart. However, the de-

scendants of Sca-1 + cells appeared to contribute to the CM
compartment. This work provides evidence for a low but
continuous replacement of Sca-1-derived CMs in aging
hearts (0.17 – 0.06 cells/mm2, 8 months old) and after MI
(024 – 0.04 cells/mm2, 8 months old) [53]. Nevertheless, the
low frequency of Sca-1 traced cells (a maximum of 4.5% of
CMs) indicates that most CMs derive from Sca-1 - progenitors. This observation, together with the data indicating
that before 2 months of life Sca-1-derived CMs are virtually
undetectable, is compatible with the existence of two
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distinct CM progenitors: one that generates most CMs
during fetal life and another that generates the small number
of new CMs detected in adult heart [53]. Alternatively, a
few persisting CM progenitors acquire Sca-1 expression
after birth. Irrespective of their origin, the adult Sca-1 + CM
progenitors did not significantly contribute to myocardial
regeneration in the injured heart.
Although the role of Sca-1 in heart repair is still elusive,
different models of Sca-1 KO mice consistently reported
age-related cardiac hypertrophy, fibrosis and dysfunction
after pressure overload. Less clear is the role of Sca-1 in the
CPCs compartment, owing to the opposing effects on proliferation/differentiation of these cell subsets that have been
claimed [54–56]. Nevertheless, a subset of myocardiumresident Sca-1 + CD31 - cells was shown to exhibit significant proliferation at 7 days post-MI. While the proliferative
response of the endogenous Sca-1 + CD31 - appears insufficient to prevent adverse MI remodeling, this process is attenuated, with preservation of the left ventricle contractile
performance and improvement of bioenergetic properties,
when Sca-1 + cells are expanded ex vivo prior to transplantation into the injured myocardium [37]. Furthermore,
transplantation of clonally expanded Sca-1 + cell sheets, that
is, spontaneously detached monolayer cell grafts, improved
cardiac function and attenuated cardiac remodeling following MI. Donor-derived Sca-1 + cells differentiated in CMand endothelial-like cells and secreted a battery of cytokines
and growth factors, including soluble VCAM-1 (CD106),
which in its turn promoted angiogenesis, cardioprotection,
and CPC migration/survival via VLA-4 binding [57]. The
role of the Sca-1 + CPCs secretome in improving cardiac
repair at the onset of MI has been emphasized in a series of
in vitro and in vivo studies [39,58–60]. In 2012, Ryzhov et
al. showed that the accumulation of adenosine in the injured
myocardium might activate Sca-1 + CD31 - cells. These cells
exhibit high adenosine receptor density at their surface and
secrete pro-angiogenic factors, such as VEGF, CXCL1, and
IL-6 via adenosine-dependent activation. At the present
time, the beneficial effect of most cell-based therapies for
cardiac repair has been assigned to paracrine effects, irrespective of the cell origin. The reported mechanisms encompass a decrease in hypoxia-induced apoptosis, increase
of CMs proliferation, enhancement of neovascularization,
restraining of the granulation and scar tissue formation, and
recruitment of endogenous progenitor cells (reviewed in
Refs. [61,62]). Further work is needed to address whether
the secretome of CPCs outperform that of, for instance,
mesenchymal stem/stromal cells of extra-cardiac origin. It is
also conceivable that growth factors and cytokines produced
by transplanted cells in general might play a role in the
proliferation, mobilization, differentiation, and/or survival
of endogenous CPCs. We have recently demonstrated that
noncardiac Wharton’s jelly mesenchymal stem/stromal cells
are able to stimulate Sca-1 + CPCs proliferation and to activate a cardiomyogenic program through secreted factors
[63]. Comprehensive investigations are also lacking on the
ability of Sca-1 + CPCs to modulate their nesting microenvironment. On this point, there are indications that CPCs
produce fibronectin in addition to collagens I, III, and IV, and
also matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and their inhibitors
[64]. The production of ECM and remodeling proteins was
further enhanced following stimulation with transforming
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growth factor (TGF)-b1 [49], which is commonly used to
stimulate CM differentiation by CPCs. Remarkably, this cytokine is also a known myofibroblast activator [65].
In summary, different Sca-1 + cell subsets have been
identified by using a set of cell surface markers and/or based
on functional properties, resulting in the isolation of diverse
collections of Sca-1 + cells (Table 1), which are difficult to
directly compare. As mentioned previously, this is a recurrent
problem in the field of CPCs. The common characteristics of
Sca-1 + CPCs are as follows: (i) CPCs belong to the CD31 CD45 - compartment; (ii) CPCs display mesenchymal-affiliated markers (Fig. 1A, B); and/or (iii) express proteins whose
function is to extrude metabolic dyes (Fig. 1C). Significantly,
the cardiomyocytic differentiation of CPCs in vitro has been
generally evaluated by methods that, when used separately,
are insufficient to assign a cell to the CM pool, for example,
immunofluorescence, quantitative PCR and calcium transient
analysis. Nevertheless, it is clear that the cardiogenic potential
of heart resident Sca-1 + CPCs is either limited or masked by
the heterogeneous nature of the isolated subsets (Table 1).
Alternatively, the low cardiogenic potential of this population
simply reflects the absence of appropriate in vitro culture
conditions [66,67]. Also, in vivo Sca-1 + CPCs exhibit a low
capacity for de novo CMs generation, even following injury
[53]. Likewise, the collective results obtained in the Sca-1 +
transplantation experiments, during the initial phases of
MI, appear to be a modest replacement of ischemic tissue by
newly formed CMs [24,25,39]. Additionally, their capacity
to differentiate into cells with SMC-like phenotype has been
frequently reported as being more efficient than that of generating ECs and CMs (Table 1) [16,22,24,25,39]. Of note,
some of the proteins used to identify SMC differentiation
(eg, Smooth Muscle Actin, Calponin, and SM22) are also expressed by myofibroblasts, and thus further discrimination is
required to precisely assess whether Sca-1 + CPCs undergo
SMC differentiation or acquire a fibroblasts/myofibroblast
phenotype.
At this point, it appears too speculative to assume that
Sca-1 + CPCs are a source for CMs, ECs, and SMCs either
in the steady state or following injury.

Is There a Correlation of Sca-1 Expression
and the Distinct Cardiac Cell Types
Emerging During Embryonic Development?
The identification of the embryonic origin of the cell
subsets that make the heart will certainly provide us with
knowledge of potential biomedical impact. After the isolation
of putative CPCs from the adult heart it was imperative to
enquire their origin and how they correlate with other already
known players in cardiogenesis. Thus, we will briefly revisit
heart development, with the aim of contextualizing a few
pertinent findings.
The heart is essentially a mesodermal organ. During embryonic morphogenesis the cardiovascular progenitors shape
a horseshoe-like structure, the cardiac crescent, which progresses to the linear heart tube, elongates, and loops rightward
until it reaches the complex four-chambered heart structure.
The heart tube starts beating at around embryonic day (E)8.0
[68], while the organ is still under construction.
The first and second heart fields (FHF and SHF, respectively) sequentially originate from early mesodermal
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progenitors. Current knowledge in cardiovascular development supports the divergence of CM-, SMC-, and EClineages from a common progenitor [69,70]. At the onset
of the cardiac program, around E7.5, the FHF progenitors
colonize the cardiac crescent and immediately differentiate
into CMs [70,71]. These primitive CMs are functional,
express sarcomeric proteins [72,73], and later contribute to
the formation of the left ventricle [74,75]. SHF multipotent
cells migrate to both poles of the heart tube, express Isl-1,
Nkx-2.5, and Flk-1 and are able to give rise both to CMs
and vascular cells (ECs and SMCs) [69,76]. This population contributes to the majority of the right ventricle, atria
(left and right), and the outflow tract [77,78].
The myocardium of the looped tube (E9.5–11.5) is highly
regionalized and the length and thickness of the wall tissue
increases dramatically, by expansion and migration of cardiovascular progenitor cells and proliferation of CMs [79]. What
will become the heart chambers suffer a balloon-like growth
through the proliferation of CMs, particularly from the compact
layer. In contrast, the inner myocardial layer is trabecular, more
differentiated, and displays a lower mitotic rate [79–81]. Noteworthy, E9.5 is the later stage at which a cardiovascular
progenitor, originated from cardiogenic mesoderm, was isolated. These cells are bipotent, express Nkx-2.5, and show
spontaneous differentiation into CM- and SMC-like cells,
suggesting that they are more committed to a muscle fate. Nkx2.5 + progenitors display modest levels of the c-Kit and Sca-1,
surface markers used to isolate adult CPCs; however, attempts
to clonally expand these cells were unsuccessful [82].
Although the myocardium is the most relevant tissue
for heart pumping function, the survival and proper functional maturation of developing CMs would be compromised without signals emanating from both the endocardium
(specialized vascular endothelium) [83] and the epicardium
(epithelial layer that covers the myocardium) [84–86]. Indeed, both nonmyocardial layers are crucial, contributing
with new cell subsets and soluble signals that modulate the
progress of myocardial histogenesis [87]. However, as the
myocardium becomes thicker, it is unlikely that the signals
from both layers can reach all myocardial cells. The epicardial cells arise around E10.5 from a cluster of cells, the
proepicardial organ, which are recognized by Tbx18 [88]
and Wt-1 expression [89]. After wrapping the myocardial
layer, epicardial cells undergo epithelial to mesenchymal
transition and contribute to the epicardial-derived cells
(EPDCs) that migrate and colonize the muscle wall. EPDCs
give rise to cells of myocardial stroma, that is, fibroblasts,
pericytes, and coronary vasculature cells (SMCs and ECs)
[86,90]; contributing also to the production of ECM
components that create the propitious environment for
maturation of the late-fetal heart [90]. Irrespective of the
well-established contribution of the epicardium to the stromal heart fraction, signs of epicardial-derived CM differentiation have also been reported [88,89].
The ontogenic origin of Sca-1 + CPCs remains largely
unknown although is currently under scrutiny by several
laboratories, including our own (unpublished work), and
conjectures in the field stem from the so far slim body of
data available [23,91].
Smart et al. showed that a progenitor population resident
in the adult heart can be activated with thymosin b4 (Tb4) to
re-express the embryonic epicardial gene Wt-1. The Wt-1 +
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cell subset expresses Sca-1 (80%) and, when treated with
Tb4 prior to injury, a small fraction of the Tb4-primed cells
(*0.59% – 0.18%) displays a CM phenotype 14 days postMI. Of note, de novo CMs formation is only observed if the
injury is inflicted after Tb4 priming. Conversely, Tb4 pretreatment in otherwise healthy hearts appears to lead to an
increase in the frequency of Isl-1 + cells at the subepicardial
zone [92]. Less exciting, from the therapeutic viewpoint, is
that Tb4 administration following MI is not seen to either
mobilize or differentiate the EPDCs [93]. Although the
authors were unable to unequivocally disregard a nonepicardial source for the Tb4-primed Wt-1 + progenitors, the
evident restriction of Wt-1 expression in the epicardium and
subepicardial region is indicative of an EPDC origin.
Harvey and colleagues tracked back to an epicardial origin
the PDGFRa + Sca-1 + population of multipotent cells with
colony-forming units (cCFU) properties (adherent, clonogenic, and nonphagocytic) [23,94]. While adult cCFU appear to be confined to the PDGFRa + Sca-1 + subset, it is of
interest that the authors based the genetic tracing analysis
solely in PDGFRa given that Sca-1 expression is not detected in the heart before mid-gestation. This is in agreement
with our data when analyzing cardiac cell populations from
E13.5, all through postnatal day (P)2, P14 and adult hearts;
Sca-1 cells appear late in cardiac development (from E17.5
onward), and both CD31 + Sca-1 + and CD31 - Sca-1 + subsets
increase in frequency after birth (Fig. 1A, D). Therefore, a
prominent role for a CPC subset, in this case Sca-1 + CPCs,
which emerges after the establishment of the four-chambered
heart, is difficult to substantiate. Here again, it is formally
possible that an embryonic cardiovascular progenitor acquires
Sca-1 expression only after birth to lose it again as it differentiates (discussed in What Is Known About the Role and
the Cardiovascular Potential of Sca-1 + CPCs? section). We
find this possibility worth considering but unlikely.

Is Sca-1 a Pan Marker for Stem/Progenitor Cell
Activity in Mesodermal Derivatives?
Sca-1, or lymphocyte activation protein-6A (Ly-6A) belongs to Ly6 gene family and is a glycosyl phosphatidylinositol-anchored cell surface protein (GPI-AP). Sca-1 was
first reported as a cell surface marker of HSCs and, in combination with c-Kit, allows the definition of a population that
contains the vast majority of HSCs, although they are still
present at low frequency (around 10%) [44,95]. It has also
been claimed that Sca-1 is expressed by the progenitor
compartment of a number of other tissues, such as the skeletal
muscle [95,96], mammary gland [95,97], kidney [95,98],
liver [99], and prostate [95,100]. While some of these reports
are not consensually accepted, others remain unchallenged. It
should also be kept in mind that protocols used to identify
progenitors frequently rely on a previous period of cell expansion in vitro. In vitro, cell expansion might result in a
population that is not representative of the cell input and cells
can also acquire new surface markers due to differentiation or
stress in the culture. Therefore, conclusions based on the
analysis of cells after culture, rather than on their isolation ex
vivo, should be critically evaluated.
Additionally, Sca-1 expression has been observed in the
resident fibroblast population of several organs. In the skin,
Sca-1 + fibroblasts are restricted to the hypodermal lineage
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(Sca-1 + PDGFRa + Dlk1 + / - ), display adipogenic potential
and are of mesenchymal origin. After injury, these cells
participate in the first wave of dermal regeneration, characterized by the production of high levels of collagenous-based
ECM [101]. In the lung, Lin - Sca-1 + cells appear to be
highly enriched in fibroblast progenitors located in perivascular areas. The latter population expands postbirth and coexpress markers typical of mesenchymal affiliation, that is,
PDGFRa, and CD90 [102]. Furthermore, after an injury
stimulus, lung fibroblasts (Sca-1high) can differentiate into
myofibroblasts (Sca-1low) and increase the ECM production
toward a more efficient repair process [103].
Nevertheless, and surprisingly in view of the quasi ubiquitous expression of this protein (present in a wide array of
cells, including mature cell types and distinct stem/progenitor
cell systems), the mechanisms and signaling pathways through
which Sca-1 acts remain unclear. Sca-1 protein regulates
and activates cell signaling via receptor-ligand binding and
protein–protein interactions, playing a role in cell adhesion in
the hematopoietic system [95]. It has been reported to play a
part in the self-renewal of hematopoietic and mesenchymal
progenitors [95,97,104] and, in skeletal muscle, Sca-1 + cells
were shown to upregulate directly or indirectly the activity of
MMPs, thereby promoting breakdown of the ECM and thus
supporting muscle regeneration [105].
To the best of our knowledge, all revised Sca-1 cell subsets are indicative of a mesodermal origin, even considering
organs from distinct germ layers, for example, ectoderm
(skin) and endoderm (lung). Thus, the answer to the original
question is that, while Sca-1 expression is confined to
mesoderm-derivatives it is not restricted to a stem/progenitor
compartment.

Does the Lin2Sca-11 Population in the Heart
Overlap with Fibroblasts?
The adult cardiac tissue is composed of a syncytial network
of CMs and of a noncardiomyocytic fraction, in which fibroblasts are a major constituent. Fibroblasts are recognized
mediators of the heart repair response to MI and to other
pathological conditions. Several other functions have also
been attributed to cardiac fibroblasts, including (i) production
of mitogenic stimuli during heart development, (ii) secretion
of growth factors, ECM and ECM-remodeling proteins
throughout life, and (iii) electrical coupling with CMs [106].
Despite all this, it is still difficult to define a ‘‘fibroblast’’
mainly because the designation is given to a heterogeneous
population [107] with a largely undefined molecular signature.
While a definitive lineage marker is not established, cardiac
fibroblasts are commonly identified by the expression of DDR2, Fsp-1, PDGFRa, Periostin, CD90 and Vimentin [106].
Lin - Sca-1 + cells, in different organs, seem to overlap
with the population of tissue-resident fibroblasts [101–103].
In the heart, Sca-1 expression has not been ascribed to a
population of cardiac fibroblasts, although the evidence is
that Sca-1-expressing cells are present in the myocardial
interstitium. What are then the similarities between cardiac
Lin - Sca-1 + cells and fibroblasts? Similar to fibroblasts,
Lin - Sca-1 + heart cells (i) display the typical mesenchymal
proteins PDGFRa, CD90, CD44, and CD105 [22,23,39]; (ii)
appear to be more prone to differentiate in smooth muscle
actin-expressing cells [16,22,39]; (iii) augment the produc-
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tion of ECM and MMPs following TGF-b stimulation [65];
(iv) appear to derive from the epicardium late in development, although the population expands mainly after birth
[23]; and (v) play an important role in heart repair mainly by
paracrine and pro-angiogenic actions [57,108]. Thus, it is
tempting to postulate that Lin - Sca-1 + heart cells constitute/
generate stromal cell producers of ECM and, importantly,
are the main responders following tissue injury. Indeed, this
hypothesis has recently been put forward together with the
suggestion that cardiac-resident Sca-1 + PDGFRa + mesenchymal progenitors, as defined by Chong et al. [23], could
be a source for fibroblasts and adipocytes, characteristic of a
fibro-fatty heart condition [109].
Of note, and because of the clear heterogeneity of the
heart Lin - Sca-1 + compartment, it is conceivable that several
functionally distinct fractions may be present in this population. The latter may possibly embrace a smaller subset of
CPCs that are actually responsible for the multipotent phenotype described by many authors [22–25,39]. In our view, a
direct comparison between heart-derived Lin - Sca-1 + cells
and fibroblasts, at the single cell level, is urgently needed, to
establish the functional and phenotypic differences, if they
exist, of these populations in vitro and in vivo.

Conclusion
The urge to manage the burden of an escalating number
of severe cardiovascular disorders led to the premature
therapeutic use of CPCs. CPC-based therapy was initiated
even before a consensus was reached in the scientific
community to the function of CPCs in the healthy and diseased heart.
The cardiac Lin - Sca-1 + compartment, which has been
considered as a multipotent population of CPCs (capable of
differentiating in CMs, ECs, and SMCs in vitro and in vivo),
is heterogeneous and displays some characteristics commonly
associated with fibroblasts. A combination of reporter and
lineage-tracer animal models recently demonstrated Sca-1
contribution to the low, but continuous, myocardial turnover
during adulthood and after injury. This work supports the
potential of Sca-1-expressing cells in heart regeneration.
Thus, it is of major importance to study the differences that
may exist between Sca-1 + CPCs and other Lin - Sca-1 + stromal cells of the heart. This will be only possible with a detailed
characterization (at the single cell level) of Lin - Sca-1 + heartresident cells, combined with robust clonal assays to test stem
cell activity, both in vitro and in vivo.
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